Of the different ways in which a system made of many interacting units can be represented and analyzed, the one afforded by complex networks is among the most elegant and general. In the last years, complex networks[@b1][@b2][@b3][@b4][@b5] have, indeed, provided a valuable representation of a wealth of natural and man-made systems, in fields as diverse as, amongst others, genetics, proteomics and metabolomics[@b2], the study of neurological diseases[@b6], transportation networks[@b7] and theWorld Wide Web[@b8]. Specifically, it was found that the vast majority of real-world networks commonly features some properties in the structure of connections between the constituent elements: the so-called small-world property[@b9], the scale-free (SF) character of the degree distribution (the degree of a node being the number of connections established by that node with the rest of the network)[@b10], degree correlation and degree mixing[@b11], and a modular and hierarchical organization[@b12].

In particular, disassortative mixing is ubiquitously observed in biological and technological networks[@b13], and corresponds to a negative degree-degree correlation, i.e. to the tendency of high (low) degree nodes to connect to nodes with low (high) degree. The large body of evidence of such a disassortative organization in real-world networks inherently raises the issue of unveiling the underlying mechanisms regulating the emergence of a such structural property, which, in turns, is known to considerably affect the organization of the network into collective dynamics, such as synchronization[@b14], cooperation behavior[@b15][@b16] and opinion formation[@b17][@b18].

In the present work, we show how disassortative mixing emerges in growing SF networks by a simple mechanism in which the graph\'s nodes may die out during the growing process. As a reference, we consider the Barabási-Albert (BA) model of preferential attachment which is well known to induce a power-law distribution of node\'s connection degree[@b10]. However, the degree correlation of BA model is weak (actually it should be zero in the thermodynamic limit), and often ignored in the literatures[@b4], so that simulations of dynamical processes on BA networks agree substantially with the mean field predictions[@b19][@b20]. Here we show that modifying the BA model with pruning just a tiny proportion of nodes leads to the emergence of substantial properties of negative degree-degree correlation, while the other main topological properties of the network (such as the power-law degree distribution and the size of the giant component) remains almost unaffected.

Results
=======

Before exhibiting the formal results, it seems very instructive to describe the detailed definition of degree-degree correlation coefficient *r*, which is usually used to evaluate the mixing patterns of networks[@b4]. Similar to ref [@b11], its expression is given by

where *M* denotes the total number of links in the network, *j~i~* and *k~i~* are the degrees of the vertices at both ends of the *i*th edge, and *i* = 1, 2, ..., *M*.

[Figure 1](#f1){ref-type="fig"} reports on how the correlation coefficient *r* behaves as a function of the fraction of removed nodes *f* in the three different scenarios. One can easily see that when both the direct degree ranking and the random ranking are used for sequentially removing the nodes, the value of correlation coefficient *r* remains nearly unchanged, as compared to that of the original SF network. At variance, if the nodes are deleted according to the inverse degree ranking (from largest to smallest degrees), the value of *r* remarkably drops (for more details see also [Figure S1](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} in [Supporting Information](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Eventually, at extremely small proportion of pruned nodes (*f* \~ 0.02), the correlation coefficient becomes substantially negative (\~−0.23). Importantly, when the average degree and size of the BA networks are adjusted, similar observations are still obtained (see [Figure S2](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} in [Supporting Information](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), which thus suggests removing largest-degree nodes is robust in producing a disassortative mixing pattern in BA networks. Moreover, when examining the degree distribution of the pruned networks \[[Fig. 1(b)](#f1){ref-type="fig"}\], one can observe that the power-law trait of degree distribution remains unchanged, the differences concentrating on the loss of largest-degree nodes produced by their progressive removal. In [Figure S3](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} of [Supporting Information](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} we clarify that such a trend is, actually, proper of growing SF networks, as the scenario occurring for SF networks generated by the configuration model[@b21] is very different. The observation is analogous to producing uncorrelated SF networks based on configuration model[@b22][@b23], which possesses different bias with BA networks[@b24].

Based on the aforementioned observations, an interesting question naturally poses itself which we plan to address in the following. Namely, if we remove the largest-degree nodes in the empirical networks, how do the mixing patterns change? To answer this question, we repeat similar operations of [Fig. 1](#f1){ref-type="fig"} on World Wide Web (WWW) and Internet[@b8][@b25][@b26], which, as typically technological networks, are famous for the property of power-law degree distribution. [Figure 2](#f2){ref-type="fig"} features the degree-degree correlation coefficient *r* in dependence on the fraction of removed nodes *f* for three different strategies. Though both networks initially possess disassortative mixing patterns, they still unveil qualitatively identical results as [Fig. 1(a)](#f1){ref-type="fig"}. It can be observed that removing nodes according to the direct degree ranking and the random ranking has negligible influence on mixing patterns of networks, but the case of inverse degree ranking makes the value of degree-degree correlation coefficient *r* quickly drop (even if extremely limited nodes are deleted). This empirical finding well validates the theoretical prediction. Combining these achievements, it is thus proved that pruning largest-degree nodes can be regarded as one universally effective method of producing a disassortative mixing pattern in growing SF networks. Here, it is also of particular interest to mention that pruning the largest-degree nodes enhances networks\' randomness and make networks shift towards ones with maximum entropy, which is similar to the observation of directed networks[@b27][@b28]. In what follows, we will provide more explanations for this type of anticorrelated behavior.

Furthermore, SF networks are usually vulnerable to attacks targeting the largest-degree nodes[@b29]. It is then instructive to monitor the impact of pruning such nodes on the giant connected component of the network. [Figure 3(a)](#f3){ref-type="fig"} reports the size of the giant cluster *S*, normalized by the network size, and the mean size of other isolated clusters 〈*s*〉, versus the fraction of removed nodes *f*. With the increment of *f*, the giant cluster size *S* suffers just a very slight decline, while the mean size of isolated clusters remains close to 1.0. Besides, another typical property of complex networks is the clustering coefficient *C*[@b9][@b30], which is used to measure the whole connection of networks. [Figure 3(b)](#f3){ref-type="fig"} shows the variance of clustering coefficient *C* in dependence on the fraction of removed nodes *f* for three strategies. It is clear that pruning the largest-degree nodes obviously decreases the cluster coefficient *C*, which means that the fraction of connected triples of nodes decline. These results thus indicate that the disassortative SF networks, resulting from the deletion of largest-degree nodes, still consist of a unique giant cluster with size , yet slightly low clustering coefficient.

In order to gather a deeper understanding of the mechanisms leading to the enhancement of degree correlation, we turn our attention to the average degree of the next neighbors of each network\'s node. Namely, we call the degree of the *n^th^* neighbor of node *i* (the mean degree of the neighbors of node *i*). For degree uncorrelated networks, is equal to the average degree of the network, namely, . However, for a SF network grown by the BA model, the mean nearest-neighbors degree displays a fully non trivial behavior as a function of *k~i~* (see [Fig. 4(a)](#f4){ref-type="fig"}). In particular, the average nearest-neighbors degree of large-degree nodes is well above the average degree of the network (red horizontal line in [Fig. 4(a)](#f4){ref-type="fig"}), which means that large-degree nodes tend to connect with large-degree nodes rather than medium-degree (or small-degree) nodes. On its turn, this implies that large-degree nodes tend to contribute to an overall positive degree correlation, i.e., assortative mixing. On the other hand, also most of the small-degree nodes display a value of that is above that of 〈*k*〉, indicating that small-degree nodes are able to form connections with large-degree nodes, thus contributing to a sort of negative degree correlation, i.e., disassortative mixing. The delicate interplay between these two opposite tendencies is therefore responsible for the extremely week degree correlation of the overall network. The situation changes drastically for the network resulting from removing the largest-degree nodes \[see [Fig. 4(b)](#f4){ref-type="fig"}\]. Now, the average nearest-neighbors degree of large-degree nodes oscillates around the average degree of networks, which implies that the initially positive degree correlation tendencies for these nodes is drastically reduced. As for the set of small-degree nodes, though the average degree of their nearest neighbors reduces a bit, yet they still unveil markedly negative degree correlation, and, as a result, the whole network displays a disassortative mixing pattern.

We move now to give a proper analytical ground to our numerical observations. Using the continuum theory[@b10], one can formally derive the degree distribution of the nearest neighbors of the largest-degree nodes. In BA networks, the time evolution of the degree *k~i~* is governed by the equation

With initial condition *k~i~*(*t~i~*) = *m* (being *t~i~* is the time at which the node *i* enters into the network), the solution of the above equation is

where *β* = 1/2. Thus the degree *k~i~* of node *i* evolves following a power law determined by the ratio *t*/*t~i~*.

Now, in order to derive the expression for , we observe that, at the time at which node *i* is added to the network, the probability it forms a link with a node having degree *k~l~*(*t~i~*) is

Thus, according to [Eq. (3)](#m3){ref-type="disp-formula"}, we get

The subsequent evolution of the degree of node *i* is given by

Then, the probability that node *i* (as neighbor of one of the largest-degree nodes in the network) has a degree smaller than *k* is , or, equivalently

Finally, the distribution can be obtained as

The analytical expression for the distribution is a power low function, with decaying exponent equal to 2, which is in remarkable agreement with the numerical results obtained by us for a finite size BA network, as shown in [Fig. 5](#f5){ref-type="fig"}. As the decay of is more moderate than that of the degree distribution, this indicates that the neighborhoods of the largest-degree nodes in the network are mainly formed by other highly connected nodes.

The distribution can be further used to derive the contribution to the correlation coefficient given by special network\'s nodes. The degree-degree correlation function is , where *j* and *k* represent the degree of both ends of one randomly selected edge, and the bar indicates an average over the edges. We also denote , where is the degree distribution of the ends of a randomly selected edge. Using *P*(*k*) = 2*m*^2^*k*^−*γ*^ with *γ* = 3, we obtain *E* = *m*^2^(ln *k~l~*)^2^. The contribution to *r* from the node *i* (*R~i~*, *r* = Σ*~i~* *R~i~*), can be written as

where is the degree of the nearest neighbors of node *i* and *M* represents the number of edges (2*M* = Σ*~i~* *k~i~*). For the largest-degree nodes in the network, the neighbors\' mean degree can be derived using the distribution . Correspondingly, one obtains

From [Eq. (10)](#m10){ref-type="disp-formula"}, it is easy to realize that the contribution to *r* of the largest-degree nodes *R*(*k~l~*) is positive, and therefore, once such nodes are pruned, the decline of the overall degree-degree correlation becomes a natural consequence.

All this set of evidences allows us to propose a generative model for scale-free networks with *tunable and controllable* levels of disassortativity. Namely, we modify the standard preferential attachment mechanism, and incorporate the possibility that, for technological and biological networks, the coalescence of each new node into the graph could imply a risk for the already existing structure of connections.

The latter can be realized in the following way. When a new link is formed during the preferential attachment growth, a random node of the existing network with degree larger than a given threshold *k~th~* is removed with a fixed probability *p* (in the following we assume *p* = 0.1). [Fig. 6](#f6){ref-type="fig"} reports how the correlation coefficient *r* for the resulting network depends on *k~th~*. Notice that the pruning process here gradually reduces the correlation coefficient and results in the generation of a disassortative mixing pattern associated with a scale-free degree distribution, as shown in the inset of [Fig. 6](#f6){ref-type="fig"}.

It is worth emphasizing that, at variance with the classical methods where correlation patterns are imprinted by rewiring processes on top of an already formed structure of connections[@b11], here the proposed generative model leads to a tunable and controllable level of disassortative mixing, that however emerges spontaneously during the growth of the graph structure.

Discussion
==========

In summary, we have studied the effect of pruning nodes on the degree correlation in growing scale-free networks. We gave evidence that removing largest-degree nodes remarkably reduces the degree-degree correlation (i.e., it imprints a disassortative mixing pattern) yet keeping a power-law character in the degree distribution, irrespective of whether the removal events take place during or after the growth of the network structure. Moreover, these theoretical observation can get further validation with empirical networks. Our results thus suggest that the negative correlation observed ubiquitously in technological and biological real-world networks can be the effect of spontaneous emergence, due to the possibility that largest-degree nodes are liable to dye out during the growing process of the network\'s structure.

Methods
=======

Our first step is building a SF network in accordance with the Barabási-Albert algorithm[@b10]. Initially, we consider *m*~0~ \> *m* fully connected nodes. Time is discrete, and at each step a new node is added, and forms *m* new links with existing nodes. The probability that a new node at time *t* establishes a connection with the existing *i^th^* node is given by *k~i~*(*t*)/\[Σ*~j~* *k~j~*(*t*)\], where *k~i~*(*t*) is the number of connections the *i^th^* node forms, at time *t*, with the rest of the graph. After the network is grown, we start removing sequentially a fraction *f* of nodes from it. When a node is removed, all its incident links are also removed. As for the sequence of nodes that are being removed, we propose three different strategies: (i) following the inverse degree sequence, i.e. starting from the largest-degree nodes, (ii) following the direct degree sequence, i.e. starting from the smallest-degree nodes, and (iii) following a completely random sequence. As for the degree-degree correlation coefficient *r*[@b11], its definition has been given in *Results*.
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![(a) The relation between degree correlation coefficient *r* and the fraction of removed nodes *f*. Deleting the largest-degree nodes dramatically decreases the degree correlation. (b) The degree distribution of the networks obtained by removing the largest-degree nodes at *f* = 0, 0.005, and 0.01. The size of original SF networks is *N* = 10^4^, and the average degree 〈*k*〉 = 4. In all panels, data are ensemble averages over 10^4^ independent realizations.](srep07536-f1){#f1}

![(a) Degree-degree correlation coefficient *r* in dependence on the fraction of removed nodes *f* for WorldWideWeb (WWW) (a) and Internet (b). It is clear that pruning a very small fraction of largest-degree nodes could heavily decrease the value of *r*, which is in agreement with the prediction in [Fig. 1](#f1){ref-type="fig"}.](srep07536-f2){#f2}

![(a) Size of the giant connected component *S* (normalized to the network size), mean size of isolated clusters 〈*s*〉, and (b) clustering coefficient *C*, as functions of the fraction of removed nodes *f*. Here, it is worth mentioning that we focus on the case of pruning the largest-degree nodes in (a), yet provide a brief comparison of three strategies in (b). Same stipulations as in the Caption of [Fig. 1](#f1){ref-type="fig"}.](srep07536-f3){#f3}

![Mean nearest-neighbors degree *vs.* the degree *k~i~* of the *i^th^* node for (a) BA networks and (b) the resulting disassortative networks when a fraction *f* = 0.02 of largest-degree nodes are removed.\
The horizontal red line indicates the average degree 〈*k*〉 = 4 of original BA networks. All results are obtained for networks with *N* = 10^3^.](srep07536-f4){#f4}

![(see text for definition) and the degree distribution *P*(*k*) *vs.* the degree *k*.\
The straight line is drawn accordingly to the analytical predictions of [Eq. (8)](#m8){ref-type="disp-formula"}. All results are obtained on BA networks with *N* = 10^3^, 〈*k*〉 = 4.](srep07536-f5){#f5}

![The generative model for disassortative scale-free networks.\
The vertical axis reports the degree correlation coefficient *r*, and the horizontal axis reports the degree threshold *k~th~* above which nodes are removed with probability *p* = 0.1 during the upgrowth process of networks. The inset reports the degree distributions for different threshold values. All results are obtained on networks with *N* = 10^4^ and 〈*k*〉 = 4.](srep07536-f6){#f6}
